
Edward Parry 1920 – 1943
Service no. 643093

Edward (Ted) was born to Thomas John
Parry and Gertrude Maud Bolton in 1920 at Colwyn Bay, 
1 of 8 children. Not much else is known of his early years.
He joined the RAF when hostilities commenced

He was posted to Aden in Yemen for basic training before being 
moved to Gwelo in the then country of Rhodesia (now 
Zimbabwe) where he joined the Rhodesia Air Training Group 
(RATG) who existed for 5 years to train aircrew for the RAF 
from many different countries.

The original programme of an initial training wing and six 
schools (Belvedere, Induna, Cranborne, Guinea Fowl, Kumalo, 
Thornhill) was increased to eight flying training schools (Mount 
Hampden, Heany) and in addition, a bombing, navigation and 
gunnery school (Moffat) for the training of bomb aimers, 
navigators and air gunners. 

Ted was assigned to No. 24 Combined Air Observation School at Moffat training on Oxford and 
Avro Anson planes for bombing and gunnery training.  At Moffat he would pass in stages 
through Air Crew Pool and elementary navigation, into the bombing and gunnery school, and to 
the average cadet, the climax of this would be his first flight. Most of a cadet’s time would be 
spent on navigational exercises, and towards the end of his course, long-distance flights to South
Africa and even Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia) There were a lot of night exercises, both in 
navigation and bombing. Class work included basic meteorology and astronomy, photography, 
aircraft recognition, signals and gunnery. 

A cadet Gunner was at Moffat for a much shorter period and training was from a special 
gunnery section and they were accompanied on each gunnery exercise by a gunnery instructor. 
Initial training was on Battles and Oxfords, but they were replaced by Ansons with power-
operated gun turrets. Their nationalities on the first course were: 16 Rhodesians, 10 UK and 3 
Australian. 

By April 4th, 1942, he was a qualified Air Gunner and by June 27th, 1942 he had undertaken and 
passed an Air Gunner's refresher course back in Britain at RAF Stormy Down near Bridgend. 
His log book pages are reproduced below.

These cover the period from March 1942 in Rhodesia to his ill fated bombing mission to 
Wilhelmshaven in February of 1943 from which the plane failed to return.

























He was posted to RAF Syerston in Nottinghamshire, and joined 106 Squadron, becoming a rear 
gunner in the Lancaster planes allocated to the squadron.

At the outbreak of the Second World War the squadron was flying Hampdens with No. 5 Group, and
until early 1941 had a training role. It then reverted to front-line status and began regular night
bombing operations against Fortress Europe.

After a short spell with Manchesters, No 106 converted to Lancasters in the early summer of 1942
(but it did not become converted completely to Lancasters before some of the Manchesters had
participated in the 1,000-bomber raids on Cologne, Essen and Bremen). In October it contributed
10 Lancasters to No. 5 Group's epic dusk raid on Le Creusot and two more (one of them piloted by
Wing Commander Guy Gibson who was then No 106's CO) to the subsidiary raid on Montchanin.

In 1943 it took part in the first "shuttle-bombing" raids (when the targets were Friedrichshafen and
Spezia) and the famous attack on Peenemunde. Among the targets attacked in 1944 were a coastal
gun battery at St. Pierre du Mont and the V1 storage sites in the caves at St. Leu d'Esserent.

During the Second World War No 106 Squadron operated on 496 nights and 46 days, flying 5,834
operational sorties. In so doing it lost 187 aircraft - a percentage loss on sorties flown of 3.21 - but
on the credit side its gunners claimed 20 enemy aircraft destroyed, 3 probably destroyed and 29
damaged. A total of 267 decorations were won by the squadron, including a Victoria Cross awarded
to Sergeant NC Jackson for conspicuous bravery during an attack on Schweinfurt on 26/27th April
1944.

Ted Parry flew on many sorties from Syerston and his station's operation record book pages are 
below. 

Edward flew a number of flights to both Germany and Italy and was awarded the Distinguished
Flying Medal (DFM). The following appeared in the London Gazette on 10 Feb 1943, just 9 days
before he was lost in a raid over Wilhelmshaven.

643O93 Sergeant Edward PARRY, No 106 Squadron I319236 Sergeant Robert 
Sidney GREEP,
No 106 Squadron On the night of 17th January, 1943, Sergeants Parry and 
Greep were the mid-upper and rear gunners respectively of an aircraft which 
was detailed to bomb a target in Berlin. On the return journey, whilst still over 
enemy territory, the aircraft was attacked by an enemy fighter from close 
range Sergeants Parry and Greep, coolly withheld their fire until the range
was shortened and then delivered accurate bursts which caused the fighter to 
break away.
In a second attack, Sergeant Parry's concise commentary enabled the pilot to 
obtain a favourable position from which both gunners could deliver effective fire.
The enemy aircraft was set alight and fell to the ground Later, the bomber was
held in a cone of searchlights and subjected to a barrage of light anti-aircraft 
fire Sergeants'Parry and Greep, with well aimed bursts,extinguished several 'of 
the searchlights. 
Both these gunners have invariably displayed skill and determination worthy of 
high praise.

“NB Ted Parry was actually Rear Gunner and R Greep Mid-upper gunner”



The ORB (Operations Record Book) states ‘Aircraft damaged by flak over Kiel. Later attacked by 
Ju88 – two attacks were made but determined fire by gunners drove it off on the first occasion and 
eventually caused it to crash in flames. Gunners later shot out searchlights near Flensburg’.

The pilot's (Sgt.Markland) previous flight engineers that had flown with him (Walker and 
Chamberlain) were not available so a replacement was found in Sgt Graham Allen, who had only 
arrived at Syerston 10 days previously on 7th January and was flying on his first op. He’d only been 
given a couple of hours notice that he was to be on ops that night and it was some surprise to him.

They took off in Lancaster R5611 (ZN-W), the same Lancaster that Gibson had flown the previous 
night, at 16:40 hrs and had an uneventful trip out and over the target but things went wrong as they 
approached Kiel at 20,000 ft on the return leg.

Sgt Graham Allen (Flight Engineer)
“The first thing I knew we were in trouble was hearing one of the gunners shout a warning. At 

about the same time yellow tracer from a Ju88 shot over the top of the cockpit. Then I saw our 
starboard outer engine burst into flames as it had been hit. It was blazing quite hard and by then 
Markland was corkscrewing to evade the fighter by putting the Lancaster into a steep dive.

The gunners, Sgt Greep and Sgt Parry, had managed to get some shots onto their target and saw the 
Ju88 spin out of control and hit the ground. Despite the Lancaster falling out of the sky, the engine 
inferno continued to burn and at around 5,000ft Markland tried to pull the Lancaster out of the dive 
and shouted to me, “Give us a hand Graham!”, at which point I helped pull the control column back 
and turned the trim wheel and between us we managed to get the Lancaster back flying level. The 
engine, however, was still burning fiercely and so Markland gave the bale-out order. 

The bomb aimer, Sgt Dransfield, grabbed his chute, clipped it on his harness and then pulled the 
ripcord by mistake. I could see the chute spilled out all over the escape hatch. Luckily by this time, 
the fire had started to die down, so I operated the fire extinguisher and feathered the engine and 
finally the fire went out.

We flew back on the three good engines. However, because we were down so low, we encountered 
some light flak but again Markland managed to weave and avoid it and the gunners fired off some 
more rounds into searchlights near Flensburg, over the northern tip of Germany.

Shortly after we were over the sea we made a call to Syerston and landed safely there. We were all 
relieved to be back and I wondered if all my ops were going to be as bad as this and for my first 
operation it was a bit nerve wracking!”

The combat report filed afterwards reads as follows:

“At 21:47 hrs on 17th January 1943 Lancaster “W” of No. 106 Squadron was returning from its 
Target – Berlin – position 13/14 miles SE of Kiel, height 7,000’, 180 ASI, course 3200, when the 
mid-upper gunner observed an aircraft which he identified as a Ju 88, passing underneath our aircraft 
about 500’ below, from the port bow to the starboard quarter. Evasive action was ordered and the 
enemy aircraft was lost. At this time visibility was good although the aircraft was flying at 7,000’ 
below cloud, which obscured the moon. The pilot had previously lost height to get away from 
accurate searchlights and flak in the Lubeck area.



Height was again lost by evasive action to 5,000’ and the rear gunner then reported an aircraft at about 
1,000 yds range, dead astern and at the same level. This aircraft, which carried no lights, opened fire at 
about 800 yds with cannon and machine gun.The fire was inaccurate going well above our own 
aircraft. The gunners asked for “corkscrewing” evasive action and opened fire themselves when the 
range had fallen to 400 yds. This aircraft was identified as a Ju 88. The attack was broken to starboard 
and below, when the range was about 150 yds, both our gunners firing at the breakaway. 

They claim that the 88 was hit repeatedly and this is verified by the W/Op who was stationed in the 
astrodome. After the breakaway, corkscrewing was continued, but a second attack developed from the 
starboard quarter and above. Owing to the excellence of the gunners commentary and co-operation 
between them and the pilot the enemy fire this time was even more inaccurate. The pilot was able to 
position his aircraft so that when he was at the bottom of the ‘corkscrew’ the Ju 88 was about 100’ 
above, and in such a position that both gunners had a perfect belly shot. The enemy aircraft was seen to 
dive out of control, caught fire about 1,000’ from the ground and was seen by our pilot and flight 
engineer to blow up on hitting the ground.”

During these attacks there was no searchlight activity, no star shells or flares fired, no unusual 
phenomena and no damage caused to our aircraft by the fighter. Immediatelyafter the attacks our 
aircraft was caught by searchlights and heavily engaged by flak, being hit several times, and an engine 
set on fire. The pilot dived his aircraft to ground level and the mid-upper and rear gunners engaged the 
ground defences of Kiel canal zone firing continuously at the searchlights. The pilot believed that at 
least 5 were extinguished when finally the aircraft got clear and returned on three engines.
In all about 1,200 rounds were fired from the rear turret and 800 from the mid-upper – there were no 
stoppages.”1

The information in the above two pages supplied by Clive Smith, 106 Squadron historian. Clive can 
be contacted on clive.smith@106squadron.com























On the night of February 18 th, 1943 Lancaster  R5750 took off from RAF Syerston on a raid to 
bomb Wilhelmshaven in Germany. Ted Parry was in his usual place as tail gunner and the rest of the
crew consisted of the regular members who had been flying with him for a number of months. Sgt. 
Markland had in fact been his most regular pilot since August of 1942 while training on 
Manchesters and Wellingtons.

The last poignant entry of the log states simply “Nothing was heard from this aircraft after leaving 
base. FAILED TO RETURN.”

Just 20 days from receiving notification of his Distinguished Flying Medal, Edward Parry died 
somewhere between Wilhelmshaven and his home base of RAF Syerston.

The award that had pleased him so much and that he wrote home to his parents about so that they 
would hear it from him and not on the regular radio broadcasts informing the nation of the awards 
made to their heroes was never presented to him. He was obviously so proud to think that he and his
parents would go to Buckingham Palace to receive it. Dreams shattered less than three weeks later.







A sense of despair and grief only emboldened by the subsequent communication to Ted's parents by 
the Air Ministry and RAF.





Scant repayment in exchange for the life of a son and hero.
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